This QRG outlines the steps to run the Monthly Review of Transactions without Prior Fiscal Approval Standard Report in Cognos.

The expectation is for business office account management staff to utilize this report to perform a monthly post-transactional review of federal sponsored program funds and federal appropriated funds. Business offices may choose to utilize the Monthly Review of Transactions without Prior Fiscal Approval report to review all operating funds or other sponsored program grant types.

The Monthly Review of Transactions without Prior Fiscal Approval report allows reviewing a random selection of transactions (which is the lesser of 10% or a maximum of 20 transactions) but also provides the option to switch to ‘All Records’, for a complete view.

The report has three separate tabs. Reviewers should review all three tabs of the report. If the report brings back less than 20 transactions, the entire report should be reviewed for 10% of transactions. This should be followed for all three tabs of the report.

This review provides an opportunity to mitigate potential future disallowances and reduce risk of audit findings. It is the expectation that if an unallowable purchase is identified during this monthly review that charges are moved via a correcting document (JV) to an allowable funding source in a timely manner.

On a monthly basis, a business office staff member runs the report for the Financial Unit on Grant Type Group for all federal sponsored program funds. Report should be exported to Excel and create a comment column to be saved in the e-file.

a. Review transactions to ensure the expense is allowable and reasonable.

b. Ensure allocability certification is met by ensuring the person requesting the expense is authorized to do so by reviewing the grant Signature Delegation Form. This should be someone with first-hand knowledge that the expense benefits the grant and may be performed by the PI or a lab member with delegated authority.

c. Review transactions and ensure all appropriate documentation is available in the grant file, Perceptive Content (WebNow) or other University system.

d. Ensure appropriate use of G/L was used to record the expenditure.

e. Make notes of any questions or comments on the report and make sure the report with notes get saved to the departmental e-folder.

Refer to Monthly Review of Transactions without Prior Fiscal Approval Best Practice document for details on reviewer expectations.
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**Access Cognos**

Access Cognos through the One Campus Portal.

https://one.purdue.edu/
Login using your Purdue Career Account and BoilerKey Two-Factor Authentication.

Select the **Team Content** folder. Then select the **Standard Content** folder.
Click the SPS folder.


Report is also located in the Standard Content > Account Management folder.

Running the Standard Report

The Monthly Review of Transactions without Prior Fiscal Approval Best Practice document indicates that the primary focus of the review should be federal sponsored program funds and federal appropriated funds. This instruction document will focus on running the report for federal sponsored program funds for a financial unit. Users are welcome to run the report more broadly for their areas.

The Time, Funded Program and Grant Prompts tab should be used to select the Fiscal Year and Fiscal Period.

Fiscal Year and Fiscal Period are required.

Select the prior month to complete the review.

For example: Complete the review for Period 1 FY22 (July 2021) during August 2021.

All other fields are optional.
The **Grant Type Group** prompt should be used to select **Federal** sponsored programs.

The **Funded Program Type** prompt should be used to select Federal Appropriated funds.

**Funds Center Prompts Tab**

Enter your Financial Unit (Example: 18010000 – Biological Sciences)

Click **Submit**. This will run your report.
This report includes three tabs:

1. Purchase Orders ≤ $1,000 (Ariba Orders)
2. PCard Transactions ≤ $1,000 (Concur)
3. Direct Vendor Payments/ZV60 Payments ≤ $1,000

The Purchase Orders ≤ $1,000 (Ariba Orders) tab layout shows all orders placed via Ariba and include Purchasing Document Number.

The PCard Transactions tab layout shows all transactions for purchasing cards reconciled in Concur. The Header Text should be used to identify the cycle and last 4 digits of the purchasing card used in Concur.

The Direct Vendor Payment tab layout shows the FI Accounting Document Number to review in SAP Fiori.
When the **Audit Selection** button is clicked it will randomly select transactions to audit (approximately the lesser of 10% or a maximum of 20 transactions).

If you would like to see all transactions, select **All Records**.

Backup documentation should be retained in accordance with the *Monthly Review of Transactions without Prior Fiscal Approval Best Practice* document.